Character Profile 
Donn de Quival

Donn de Quival, 32, is a Bard from Quivera (Conceived in Tiola Moldre), who is single with children.  (Donn has played the cad many times and left "women in trouble behind.")  Donn is charismatic with eyes that capture and bind the attention of all that look at him  He wishes to be viewed as legitimate and appreciated in his own right, stepping outside the shadow of his half-brothers

Donn is a lost soul who never discovered his true self growing up - in effect, he has no identity.  While Count Quival, his father, was always kind to Donn, the Count was necessarily distant.  

At this point in Donn's life, his dam's about to burst. Donn becomes self-destructive and feels anything he has created should be destroyed as well.  When he lashes out at others, it comes immediately back to him in a self-destructive way.  He womanizes, and Donn tends to choose women that are bad for him.

Donn has the incorrect belief that there's an ideal love or circumstance that, when found, will make him feel loved and complete. 

Donn avoids being ordinary.  He dresses flamboyantly.  He does embarassing things to draw attention.  

When Donn is under pressure, he loses touch with his feelings and feels ordinary and unspecial.  When he's relaxed and secure, he becomes less moody and more responsible.

Donn cares most about having people appreciate him.  Donn so desparately craves legitimate recognition and appreciation that he can be blind to flattery and false attention.

Background
Donn is the bastard son of Count Quival's dalliance with a noblewoman in Tiola-Moldre, the capitol of Tumeria (the kingdom the campaign takes place in). 
The Count sent you to live with the previous Baron of Forest's Edge, where the party is now. The previous Baron liked you, and he enjoyed song, drinking, gambling, and women. Naturally, he taught you the ways of the world, and you became a Bard. When the Count's eldest was of age, he succeeded the previous baron. 
Donn tried to hit it off, but he disliked you and felt that you were a disgrace to his family. Fortunately for you, your father told the Baron, his son, that he had to ensure your safety. 
You took advantage of the situation and took great pleasure in tormenting the Baron whenever possible. Of course, you took pains to avoid outright criminal activities. 
Donn never had the chance to identify with either his father, the Count, or his mother.  In fact, Donn does not know his mother's name.  Donn was left on his own to discover himself.  

There was a young woman when you were sixteen that truly loved you.  Her name was Brenda, but you were so caught up in yourself that you ignored and eventually snubbed her.  She committed suicide soon after.  You feel that you caused her death to this day, and you bear that shame.

For a time, Donn thought religion might be a way to redeem himself in the eyes of the world.  Donn did not want to take place in the traditional religions of Tumeria.  Instead Donn turned to the new religions.  In particular, you were enchanted by an Inquisitor of Alimandros, Bradley James.  Soon you discovered that Alimandros was just a front for cowing the masses and gaining personal power.  You turned your back on the gods!

Character Arc

Donn is on a path of self discovery.  More than other characters, Donn is driven to take risks, to be heroic, and to do noble things in order to convince the world (and himself) of his legitimacy.

Donn is a prime candidate to meet a wonderful woman at some point, truly fall in love, and be appreciated for who he is.  

Donn will have the ability then to see his own inherent worth regardless of his family background.

In essence, this love could help Donn to heal his own heart.

Unfortunately, Donn's lack of self confidence might make him try to sabotage this healing relationship.

Only time will tell ...

Dialogue

Dialogue examples: "Why did I do that?"  "What am I, nuts?"  "Why do you even like me?"  

"I'm unique.  I feel good when I'm different."

"In the end, they will all be sorry.  They will worship me like the god that I am!"

Relationships

Donn is alienating and self-absorbed in a relationship.  Other characters may be drawn to his dark creativity, but later feel that Donn drives away anyone who truly wants to get close or help him.

Donn and Glarg (party leader) share strengths of intensity, expressiveness, excessiveness and conviction.  However, Donn may see Glarg as overpowering, insensitive to impact and tender feelings, dominating with all-or-nothing declaratives and crude.  Glarg may see Donn as overly dramatic and emotional, self-absorbed and demanding.  Donn resists what feels like Glarg's domination. 

This pairing can be interesting since both characters are emotionally needy.  Sola (cleric) can get caught up in the emotions and intensity of Donn and lose the sense of separateness.  Then Sola may get impatient with the self-absorption of Donn who, in turn, can be put off by Sola's inability to stand alone.  Sola can feel unappreciated and erupt in anger, while Donn feels rejected and pulls away.

Varis (wizard) benefits from Donn's authenticity and creativity, while Donn benefits from Varis's support for accomplishment.  However, Varis can get impatient with Donn's tendency to get off track and waste time with feelings.  Donn hates Varis's tendency to avoid feeling and inattention to the relationship. 

Donn is attracted to Sterling's (ranger) loyalty.  They connect with their shared doubts about fulfillment.  Sterling appreciates the creative flair and emotional depth of Donn, but conflict arises when Donn seems insatiable in wanting what is lacking.  Sterling may feel unsupported and doubt Donn's intentions.  Attempting to help Donn out of suffering, Sterling tries to fix Donn and if that fails Sterling gets controlling and accusatory.  This leads to further disappointment by Donn. 

In experiencing each other's passion, depth of feeling and creativity, Donn and Glog (dwarvish fighter) can idolize each other.  This sets them up for a general mood of feeling disappointed in each other.  They also compete with each other for acknowledgement, support and attention.  Dramatic moodiness and anger over disappointments arise. 

Notes



